Abstract: Drive system of generator is an important part of wind turbine, once the fault occurs it will cause huge economic losses. For this reason, in this paper, a fault diagnosis method is proposed for generator rolling bearings, it combined with wavelet packet and support vector machine. Acquisition of wind farm FAG6332 rolling bearings vibration signal in real-time database, which contains the normal operation 、 inner ring fault and outer ring fault. Firstly, using wavelet packets decomposed the vibration signals into different frequency bands, so extract energy spectrum as a fault feature vector, then put the fault feature vector into the support vector machine training the SVM; Using MATLAB for simulation experimental, put the test sample into the trained SVM for fault pattern recognition, the results show that the fault diagnosis model can make a 93.3333% high precision, can make a fast and effective fault diagnosis for rolling bearings. The conclusion is that the fault diagnosis method can recognition the drive system fault, improve the utilization of wind turbines, and it offer a good guide to the operation of wind farm.
INTRODUCTION
Rolling bearings of generator is one of the most important parts of rotating machinery, its operating status can directly affect the performance of wind turbine [1] . So how to quickly and accurately find the fault reason is the urgent demand of the current industrial development. When the rolling bearing failure, its vibration acceleration will changed, then decomposed the vibration signal, using wavelet analysis to extract energy value of each band, which is one of the most commonly used method [2] . However, the traditional wavelet analysis can not clearly distinguish the frequency of the high frequency portion, however, when the bearing fault, its vibration signal decomposition is very important in high frequency, therefore we proposed wavelet packet fault feature extraction method, which for low and high frequency portion of the signal can be fine decomposition; wavelet packet decomposition can effectively reflect the timefrequency characteristics of vibration signal, for the nonstationary and transient signals can be accurate extracted the fault feature [3] .After accurately extract the fault feature we should to choose an efficient fault diagnosis method. Traditional fault diagnosis require accurate mathematical model, which can not be established in most of complex nonlinear systems [4] ,and the artificial neural network exist the problems of complex structure, too learning or less learning and local minima [5] . Based on the above problems a fault diagnosis method based on support vector machine is proposed, which find the best compromise between learning accuracy of specific training samples and learning ability of correctly identify any learning samples, in order to obtain the best classification results. SVM solve the problem of complex nonlinear systems sample dimension disaster and the local minimum; compared with other fault diagnosis methods ,it has greater versatility, effectiveness and generalization ability, it has been widely used in classification problem of fault diagnosis [6] .
II. WAVELET PACKET ANALYSIS
Wavelet packet method is based on an orthogonal decomposition of multi-resolution analysis, which put the original signal by any time-frequency resolution decomposition, then its corresponding time-frequency component is projected onto the wavelet space of different frequency bands, each band signal energy spectrum contains detailed information of the original signal, which can extract the signals eigenvectors in different frequency bands [7] . The step of wavelet packet decomposition extract fault features [8] :
1)For the vibration signal wavelet packet decomposition The vibration signal of rolling bearings for 3 layer wavelet decomposition, the structure shown in Fig.1 , extraction layer 3 from low to high frequency coefficients of wavelet packet : 
3) The total energy of each band signal
Reconstructed signal corresponding to the energy of
, i =1,2....n, where the ik x represents the reconstructed signal S amplitude of discrete points .
4)Extract features vector
According 
The energy value of each band signals are usually larger, it will increase the complexity of the later data analysis, so need the normalization process. The total energy of the signal is 
III. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE THEORY
The main idea of SVM is: by a linear transformation the input vector are mapped to the high dimensional feature space, then establishment of a hyper plane as a decision plane in the feature space, make the edge of the spacer between the positive and negative examples of that plane to maximize [9] . 1）Linearly separable establish optimal hyper plane [10] :
x is the i-th input mode samples, i y output the type of fault (expected response), the hyper plane satisfy the equation is:
; where  is an adjustable weight vector that is the normal vectors of hyper plane, b on behalf of bias, it is a constant factor. Hyper plane problem turn into solving quadratic optimal programming problems (1): 2)Linearly inseparable establish optimal hyper plane [11] : By a linear transformation, input x through nonlinear mapping to a high dimensional feature space   x  , then can be achieved linearly separable pattern hyper plane establish in high-dimensional space; however this method need to introduce penalty coefficient C and non-negative slack factor i  ,the hyper plane problem will be transformed into (4):
Based RBF kernel function(5):
According to (6) get the result classification:
IV. BEARINGS FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The basic idea of rolling bearings fault diagnosis based on wavelet packet analysis and support vector machine is: firstly, use wavelet packet algorithm for vibration signal 3 layer decomposition, make the vibration signal is decomposed into separate bands, each band reconstructed signal, and the signal energy in different frequency bands within the change reflects bearing different operating states, it can be extracted wavelet packet energy as a feature vector; put the extracted feature vectors into the support vector machine, to SVM classifier training, after the training is completed, put the test sample into the already trained SVM for fault type identification. The fault diagnosis flowchart shown in Fig. 2 : 
A. Fault Feature Extraction
Experimental data from a wind power plant generator bearing on the historical database of 105 data, the sampling frequency is 2500HZ.The data includes bearing normal, bearing outer ring fault and bearing inner ring fault respectively 35. Rolling bearings energy spectrum of three states as shown in Fig.3 . From the Fig.3 , we can see that bearing in different states which the energy spectrum corresponding to the shape of the bar chart is not the same, So it can extract different energy bands characteristic value as the failure vectors. normal outer ring fault inner ring fault 
B. Establish fault diagnosis model
1) parameter settings SVM classifier using one-to-one method to create multiple classifiers, the number of classifiers is n (n-1) / 2, n is the number of categories fault. In this paper, the states is normal, inner ring fault and outer ring fault, so requiring three SVM, setting the normal operation as 1, failure of the bearing inner ring 2, the bearing outer ring fault is 3, the output vector [1, 2, 3] .Form the 105 data, choose 90 groups of data as training samples, 15 groups as test data.
2)Model building model=svmtrain(train_label, train, '-c 2 -g 1');Where the penalty parameter-c and function arguments -g is the best parameter through CA methods adopted.
3)Predicted output
[predict_label,accuracy]=svmpredict(test_label,test,model);Its output representative of accuracy and category labels of test samples, forecast classification results shown in Table  2 ,Accuracy = 93.3333% (14/15).
TABLE.I TEST CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

Samples
Characteristic value
Predict result Actual result Result analysis: Form the table 2 and Fig. 8 we can see that, the 4th sample of bearing normal state mistakenly identified as the bearing outer ring fault, the other samples predictive value consistent with the actual value ,the correct rate reached 93.3333%. The test results demonstrated the high accuracy of fault diagnosis model based on support vector machines.
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